SSA forecasting based on bootstrap is used to forecast rainfall data. The execution of the strategy is inspected as far as an assortment grouping and Window length. Application to original data are directed to research the precision of this method in contrast with other prediction methods i.e linear recurrent (LRF) and vector forecasting method. After running computation by software R, The bootstrap forecasting method released the best result then any other methods i.e LRF and vector method.
Introduction
Singular spectrum analysis is a relatively new tool in time series analysis that flexible to use but accurate enough in forecasting. There are several books devoted to SSA (Elsner and Tsonis 1996 ; N. Golyandina and Osipov 2007; Nina Golyandina et al. 2013; Sanei 2016) as well as many papers related to theory of SSA and especially to various applications of SSA. The scope of application SSA is sufficient wide, from biomedics to astronomy and from structural change to filtering.
SSA has been utilized effectively in a few regions like hydrology, geophysics, climatology (Vautard and Ghil 1989) ; economy ((de Carvalho, Rodrigues, and Rua 2012);Medical Enginering (Sanei, Ghodsi, and Hassani 2011), Reliability analysis (Rocco S 2013), trading (Sasmita and Darmawan 2017) among others. One of the principal favoured point of view of SSA stood out from parametric techniques.
According to Singular Spectrum Analysis literature, numerous analysists look for to discover determining strategies in SSA can create more noteworthy forecast precision. See example, (Nina Golyandina and Stepanov 2005) considered MSSA (multivariate Singular Spectrum Analysis) forecast, their experiment showed that accuracy of forecast globally corresponds to accuracy of reconstruction. (Hassani, Soofi, and Zhigljavsky 2010) had bootstrapped the original series data to reduce noise and improve forecasting accuracy. Furthermore, (Rodrigues and de Carvalho 2013) had proved that recurrent forecast method could be applied for time series data with missing value. Moreover, (Gao, Qu, and Zhang 2016), proposed two combination techniques in SSA forecasting, neural network and firefly algorithm. Furthermore, (Hassani, Kalantari, and Yarmohammadi 2017) proposed algorithm of filtered LRF (Linear Recurrent Formula) prediction.
We interested to SSA forecasting based on Bootstrap method because of accuracy. In (Nina Golyandina et al. 2013 ) , bootstrap forecast based SSA was described for exploring the accuracy of forecast interval (FI). Furthermore, in (Nina Golyandina et al. 2013) bootstrap FI was connected for some time series like GDP (Gross Domestic Product) and Manufacturing Product. In this paper, the precision of bootstrap prediction SSA will be examined using time series. Moreover, forecasting results are compared to linear recurrent and vector forecasting methods.
The remainder of the paper is composed as take after: Section 2 contains the general description of the Basic SSA from embedding to diagonal averaging step. Section 3 reports the empirical results of forecasting comparison among three methods: Recurrent, Vector and Bootstrap forecasting and the paper and with some conclusion in section 4. 
Singular Spectrum Analysis

Decomposition
An important characteristic of the SSA decomposition is the way that the reconstructed time series always satisfies some linear recurrent formula (LRF) which means that the series can be expressed as a linear combination of results of polynomials, sinusoids and exponential functions.
Embedding
Embedding is the first stage in SSA, this step is to change univariate time series data to multivariate data. Multivariate data is formulated in a matrix, called trajectory matrix. The dimension of matrix is determined by Window length (L). This window length is an integer value and the only one SSA parameter in the first step. Moreover, researcher usually use value of L Between 2 to N/2. N is length of time series data Dimension of trajectory matrix is LxK, where K=N-L+1. Element of this matrix can be formulated in equation (1), That vectors from i to k, called lagged vectors. Then, the trajectory matrix of that vector can be seen in equation (2) . The best value of length window can be tracked from 2 to N/2.
Singular Value Decomposition
Singular Value Decomposition is the second step in SSA. In this step, trajectory matrix is multiplied by transpose of trajectory matrix T S XX  . S has dimension LxL. From matrix S, we determine the value of eigenvalue 1 
Eigenvalues used in the analysis is non-zero values, where d is the highest value of the eigenvalue. If i=1,2,,…d then a sum of matrices 1 2 ...
Reconstruction
The point of the SSA reconstruction step is to get an estimate for the signal components.
Grouping
Grouping is a step in SSA that can be explained by figure. In grouping, the same pattern of eigenvectors is grouped as trend, seasonal with many periods and noise. 1 ...
The procedure of choosing the sets I1,…,Im is called the eigentriple grouping. For given group 1 the contribution of the component XI into the expansion X is measured by the share of the corresponding eigenvalues:
Diagonal Averaging
Diagonal Averaging is the last step in SSA. In this step, multivariate data in grouping step back to univariate data. This process usually called hankelization. The equation used in diagonal averaging is equation (4) .
Let Y be a an LxK matrix with elements yij , 1 , 
The reconstructed series produced by the elementary grouping will be called elementary reconstructed series.
Forecasting
Actually, there are three methods in forecasting, LRF, Vector and Bootstrap method. Here we focus on the last method as new forecasting method. 
The SSA forecasting algorithm
are generated from the presumed model.
Step of SSA-bootstrap algorithm is as follow :
Step 1: for instance time series as
Step 2: Sample with replacement form ˆN E and denote it as
Step 3: Use SSA algorithm on the generated time series as Y * .
Step 4: (Bootstrapping) Repeat the steps 2 and 3 for B times. Bootstrap LRF coefficient is considered via following algorithm:
Step 1: Repeat step 1 to 4 of bootstrap SSA.
Step 2: Either compute the mean of the coefficients 1 n i i A A n    or compute the 5% and 95% percentile of Ai..
Evaluation of Forecast Accuracy
The forecasting precision is assessed with MAPE criteria. The differences between the observed and predicted values are measured by utilizing forms more sensitive to significant over or underprediction such as MAPE value.
Where Nv is the validation data set size, xi is the i-th observed value. ˆi x is the i-th forecasted value. Fig. 1 . Flowchart of Analysis.
Flowchart
According to that figure, the process starts from Embedding to forecast step. In forecast stage, we used three methods LRF, Vector and Bootstrap. All results are evaluated by MAPE values.
Results And Discussion
Data
The atmosphere data utilized as a part of this investigation is monthly precipitation time series data. These time series 
ACF plot of Rainfall Data
The graph shows seasonal pattern from beginning to end of lag. So, monthly time series data from Aceh have seasonal pattern with period s. The value of period s can be identified by clicking every peak of line, rainfall time series data usually have period 12. To compute the rainfall data, we use software R with many packages. Packages R for this data are Rssa, tseries, svd and forecast. The main package is Rssa, this package operates R program from embedding to forecasting step. Complete R program is available in 2.5.
Forecasting Result
In order to assessed the performance of bootstrap forecasting method in comparison with LRF and vector technique, data were separated into two groups. The primary group is training data set and the second group is testing data set (three months). From testing data, we computed MAPE values of three forecasting methods.
Not all of the tracking L are showed here, the best window length is L=101 and r=4, trend, season 1, season 2 and season 3. The best values of forecasting result are printed red. All of The best tenth values are showed in table 1. According to table 1, Recurrent method has the smallest MAPE 13.85% in grouping No 9 but at that grouping both bootstrap and vector methods have smaller value than recurrent MAPE. Vector forecasting method has the smallest value also in grouping no.9 with MAPE 12.76% . Finally, the smallest value of all tracking is MAPE 9.89%, this value come from bootstrap forecasting method with grouping no.5. Despite the successful forecasting of bootstrap method compared to LRF and vector method, three real data ahead will be forecasted by bootstrap forecasting method. 
Conclusion
Our work has led us to conclude that the bootstrap forecasting method can be successfully utilized as a prediction precipitation data. According to this result (especially in rainfall time series data), Bootstrap forecasting method is the best then any other methods ( recurrent and vector method).
